
Carpet Tannin Treatment

   •Highly Effective
   •Easy To Use
   •Pleasant Fragrance



Brown “Bee” Gone RTU removes stains caused by coffee, detergent residue, red wine, rust, tea, 
tannin, urine and other browning type stains from carpet. Contains citric acid instead of harsh acids 
or solvents. 

User Friendly:
Packaged with a safe to use flip top cap 
for dispensing the ready to use solution. 
Minimizes chance of chemical exposure.

Easy To Use:
Maintain the daily appearance of the carpet 
without mixing or diluting. 

Safe For All Wet Cleanable Carpets:
The formulation is pH balanced for stain resistant 
carpets and safe for natural fiber carpets.

Highly Effective Cleaning:
Removes stubborn stains without leaving a 
residue that attracts dirt and causes the carpet to 
resoil.  Minimizes “ghost” spots or the return of the 
stain after treatment.

USE INFORMATION: 
Always thoroughly vacuum the carpet and remove any attached deposits from the carpet prior to 
use. If there is a question on the carpet’s colorfastness, always pretest in an inconspicuous area. 
Use for daily maintenance of carpets at schools, restaurants, nursing homes, offices, department 
stores, hospitals and hotels.

7732-18-5
34590-94-8

 77-92-9
34398-01-1

 

INGREDIENTS:
Water....................................................
Dipropylene glycol methyl ether........
Citric acid.................................................
Undeceth-7........................................

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY:
F374612............................................
Quart case includes three trigger sprayers

12/32 oz.

 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
1. APPLY Brown “Bee” Gone Ready-To-Use 
    to the outer edges of the spot and on the 
    spot or stain. Do not over-wet.
2. BLOT using a clean white cloth.
3. RINSE & BLOT using clean water and a 
clean white cloth.
4. REPEAT steps 1 through 3 if necessary.

Franklin Cleaning Technology
One Fuller Way
Great Bend, KS 67530
United States
CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300 
Emergency (620) 792-1711
24 hour Emergency (800) 424-9300
www.fullercommercial.com
F3746SS-0318

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
pH (concentrate).....................................
Appearance.......................................
Fragrance..............................................
Freezing Point....................................
Solubility in Water..................................
Flash Point...................................

4.0 ± 0.3
Clear Liquid

Camphor
About 32°F

Complete
None to Boiling
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